
Overview
my PERSONIFY Workplace increases productivity by allowing
employees to navigate in an office building through the use of mobile
phones to find a specific location and to control their work environment,
whether it be to book a meeting room, to report an incident to the Facility
Manager, or to change the temperature of a room, its lights and blinds
position. It also includes collaborative functions, such as event creation,
access to the company directory and social media. A Demo mode is also
available to demonstrate the various functionalities offered and the
benefits of the application even without a connection to any real
hardware.

Features & Benefits
= Enhanced flexibility and convenience for today’s occupants who

want more control over their comfort parameters in the space they
occupy, from a single and user-friendly device

= Easy connection via Bluetooth low energy technology for simpli-
fied and cybersecure connection between smartphones and room
devices

= my PERSONIFY Workplace is compatible with the Allure UNI-
TOUCH and EC-Multi-Sensor-BLE

= The Personal Comfort option allows users to save, edit or remove
a group of pre-set room preferences for quick and easy access at
any time

= Control screens have been designed with the occupant in mind,
making this app easy to use, regardless of one’s technical skillset

= Different secured connection modes provide a tailored user expe-
rience for various use cases

= Log in to my PERSONIFY Workplace using Office 365 for a se-
cure connection without providing additional personal information.
You may also navigate the Office 365 directory to retrieve com-
pany information for other employees.

= Customizable application to match to your corporate branding
guidelines and naming conventions.

= Use my PERSONIFY Workplace as a social media platform to or-
ganize group events and link to RSS feeds or Twitter pages to
stay in touch.

= Use Web View to integrate additional services and webpages that
are not embedded in the mobile application.

= Ticketing system from the app allows you to take pictures and di-
rectly report an incident in the building to the Facility Manager.

= Intuitive configuration and commissioning by System Integrators
using web configuration interface.
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Specifications
Apple Operating System Versions Any smartphone able to access Apple App Store and running on

iOS 10 or newer
Android Operating System Versions Any smartphone able to access Google Play Store and running on

Android 5.0 (Lollipop) or newer
Supported languages1 English, French, Spanish, Danish, German, Italian, Dutch, Polish,

Portuguese

1. my PERSONIFY Workplace is installed in the same language as the mobile device‘s OS. If the OS is in an unsupported language, the app is installed in English.

Indoor Positioning System
Locate your position and navigate around the premises with visual maps and wayfinding services (turn-by-
turn navigation) or leverage solutions such as indoor positioning systems (IPS).

my PERSONIFY Workplace is part of Distech Controls' portfolio of mobile applications for occupants.
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